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A little walk down memory lane…Where we’ve been this Fall
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…And where we’re going in the Spring
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IPEC CompetenciesIPEC (Interprofessional Education Collaborative)(Values/Ethics for Interprofessional Practice) Work with individuals of other professions to maintain a climate of mutual respect and shared values.(Roles/Responsibilities) Use the knowledge of one’s own role and those of other professions to appropriately assess and address the healthcare needs of the patients and populations served. (Interprofessional Communication) Communicate with patients, families, communities, and other health professionals in a responsive and responsible manner that supports a team approach to the maintenance of health and the treatment of disease.(Teams and Teamwork) Apply relationship-building values and the principles of team dynamics to perform effectively in different team roles to plan and deliver patient-/population-centered care that is safe, timely, efficient, effective, and equitable. 



Part 4: Mindfulness in 
Interpersonal Relationships

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We discussed and practiced meditation in session 2.For session 4, we’re adding a relational component to mindfulness.How do we practice mindfulness in relation with others?So we’ll discuss mindfulnessTwo concepts or mind-sets form the foundation of all meditation:Becoming an observerPracticing non-judgmentThese personal mindsets serve as the foundation of self-awareness and self-regulation, and also serve as keys to effective interpersonal relationshipsAnd we’ll discuss relationship managementRelationship managementGetting along well with othersHandling conflict effectivelyClearly expressing ideas/informationUsing sensitivity to another person’s feelings (empathy) to manage interactions successfully
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https://sb-designstudio.cb-gift.com/sbds/Mugs_2280258/Thats-All_2270979/Item_Dont-Talk-to-Me-While-Im-Texting-Its-Rude-Thats-All-Mug_2267494.htm
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https://www.modernagespirituality.com/the-observer-is-separate-from-your-body-mind-heart/A quick reminder: What is mindfulness?Mindfulness is a mental state achieved by focusing one's awareness on the present moment, while calmly acknowledging and accepting one's feelings, thoughts, and bodily sensations, used as a therapeutic technique.For many of us, this is what we think of when we think of meditation and mindfulness.
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https://theyogahub.ie/so-youre-wanting-to-start-meditating-3-things-i-think-you-should-know/Embrace realityBut what if you don’t have time to be mindful?For many of us trying to practice meditation and mindfulness, this is what the experience feels like – try blissing out while getting run over!We may want to be in a peaceful, beautiful environment, but we find ourselves surrounded by chaos.Or worse, we may wait until we can create this peaceful, beautiful environment—perhaps by going on vacation or a retreat—in order to practice meditation and mindfulness.>Try to stay away from the misconception that you have to find the perfect space or the perfect time. At some point, you’re probably doing to get disturbed, and it’s not the end of the world. Just start, and even if you get distracted, even if you have to stop in the middle, even if your kids barge in on you and there’s some emergency that you have to attend to-well, at least you’ve done part of your meditation. Finding your peace amid the din will simply be another element of your practice. – Meditate Your WeightMyth: You have meditate for twenty minutes or more, or it’s not worth it.Truth: Any amount of meditation can make a difference in your life.The length of time you spend meditating is absolutely secondary to frequency.“But I don’t have any time!”"You should sit in meditation for 20 minutes a day. Unless you're too busy, then you should sit for an hour." - Old Zen sayingA strong meditation and mindfulness practice is a consistent practice.So practice every day, no matter what your current situation is.So the first step to being mindful is to start.The second step is to continue.
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https://www.azquotes.com/quote/457361So with a consistent mediation and mindfulness practice, we hope to achieve enlightenment, right?But how do we know we’re enlightened?



Changes of mind can be observed 
primarily in our relationships with other 
people. Relationships are the real test of 

whether we actually understand 
ourselves better.

T.K.V. Desikachar
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Mindfulness involves observing your mind and changing your mind.Removing samskarasClearing the distortions in your mirrorUltimately, the goal of mindfulness is to make you a better person. But not a better person so you feel better about yourself. A better person toward others. A more selfless person. A more generous person. A more loving person.We can use meditation to train the mind in the same way we can use time in the gym to train the body. When we go to the gym, we lift weights to make our biceps stronger and better able to lift things. When we sit in meditation, we train the muscles of the mind to be less reactive and less judgmental. {Mediate Your Weight}Yoga promotes self-awareness, which promotes self-regulation. This intrapersonal development promotes interpersonal effectiveness, which in turn promotes effective interprofessional relationships. And strong interprofessional relationships create strong organizational cultures. This is a progressive approach to combining complementary aspects such as:Self-awareness AND Self-regulationIntrapersonal AND InterpersonalInterpersonal AND InterprofessionalIndividual AND SystemicMind AND Body
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https://www.sonima.com/meditation/mindful-living/mindfulness-vs-meditation/Becoming an observerFirst, we learn to observe our own thoughts and actions (our say and do behaviors)Then, we learn to observe others’ thoughts and actionsWe learn to observe from a place of nonjudgment, balancing conscious awareness (Feedback Friday!) with equanimitySounds easy, doesn’t it? But becoming an observer, watching your thoughts without becoming engaged with them, is probably the hardest part of the meditation practice. Human nature tends to dictate that when we notice something, we automatically dig in—we want to get involved.This common scenario is easily imagined with children. Many parents find that just standing back and watching your kids navigate life without interfering can require a Herculean effort in self-control. We feel the urge to tie the shoelace, to mop up the spill, to correct the mistake on the math homework. Even to give advice. We hear or see an issue, and we want to resolve, to guide, to rescue.�Our natural inclination to “fix” often shows up during our very first meditation session, when we start to pay attention to the breath.�…as you learn meditation, you’ll start to realize that, rather than lengthening, deepening, slowing, or otherwise changing the breath, meditation is about simply watching the breath—which is much harder. Your task is not to judge the quality of your breath but to sit there without even subtly trying to modify it in any way—this is great practice in becoming an observer.�{Tiffany Crukshank}{This is why savasanna is the most difficult pose to masterLike quantum management - how to manage without directly interfacing?}



Communication is the
transfer of emotion.

Seth Godin
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https://www.widewalls.ch/10-burning-man-festival-art-installations/deep-thought/Return to InnocenceThe artwork Love, made by a Ukrainian creator Alexandr Milov for 2015 Burning Man, depicts a universal conflict between a man and a woman as well as the outer and inner human nature. The main figures of man and woman are made in the form of metal cages, while their inner selves, captivated inside the cages, are portrayed as children made from a subtle, semi-transparent material.As the night falls, the inner part of the figure, the children trapped within the cages of adult bodies, start to shine. The shining symbolizes purity and return to innocence once the dark time arrives and people need to rely on each other despite their unresolved conflicts.Featured image: Alexandr Milov – Love, 2015 – image via youtube.comWe’re wired to connectWe are all in relationship, at all times. We are not often clear as to what the real purpose of our relationships is. The real purpose for all our relationships is to become conscious of and identify the barriers we have built against true intimacy and connection, and learn practices to let go of these barriers, lovingly and patiently.�Relationships are where we can learn about love – and developing trust is a key element of this process. It may seem strange, but falling in love with the Self is an important element that must happen before we can learn to truly love another person.
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Practicing non-judgmentRecently, a friend was describing a situation where her boyfriend wanted to buy something she thought was a very poor decision. Ultimately, she was right, but that’s not the point. It was his money, and he didn’t ask her what she thought. She was advising, which is a barrier to communication. As I listened to her, I felt an urge to tell her that what she was doing was a barrier to communication. But, of course, that would be me doing exactly what she did, which was giving unsolicited advice!Generally, you want to avoid giving advice, especially unsolicited advice. And even if someone asks for your advice, usually the best course of action is to put it back in their court, so they can come up with their own solution.There are some exceptions, for instance, when you’re in a supervisory role, or a parent/coach/mentor role.



Real magic in relationships means an 
absence of judgement of others.

Wayne Dyer
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Practicing non-judgmentWe are often in unconscious, relational dynamics that keep us stuck in conflict patterns in our relationships. As relational human beings, we develop patterns of behaving and relating to ourselves and others. These unconscious relational patterns are often passive – without our intentional engagement or choice. Once we learn the components and practice of embodiment, we can observe and heal relational patterns that no longer serve us.Embodiment practice invites us to slow down and notice how our whole self responds to the our partners. We notice, that when my partner says something to us, that our heart races or knots appear in our stomach. You will learn about how these relational patterns have supported you in the past – and as you learn about your responses without judgement, you can learn how to respond in a way that maintains connection without having to set aside your emotions or desires.By acknowledging and softening, rigid patterns begin to naturally unwind and we become more connected.At the core of my practice with individuals and couples is Embodiment – which is the coming together of body awareness, mindfulness and expression from a place of body-mind-heart connectivity. Practicing embodiment is the courageous act of becoming aware of and intentionally responding to ourselves and loved ones.Mindfulness is a quality of attention where we “witness” ourselves. Instead of being submerged in our experience, we take a few steps back to notice our experience with awareness of thoughts, memories, body sensations, and body movements.Body awareness is feeling the experience of sensation, muscle tension, breath quality, movement, gesture, use of space. Awareness disentangles the thoughts of what we think we should be feeling from the reality of what is being felt. Body awareness allows us to speak with authentic feeling in the moment to our loved ones – it allows others to feel our experience and understand ourselves better.Expression from a body-mind-heart connection – combining mindfulness with body awareness encourages integration inside of us. Expression and engagement with our loved ones from this place is where what you say verbally is reflected in what you express non-verbally.If old, negative patterns keep showing up in your relationships, it may be time for you and your partner to learn about how to embody intimacy and connection, from the inside out. Working together, we can clear out old traumas in your nervous system to re-create a loving, communicative, open, supportive and respectful relationship that you’ve always wanted.
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Practicing non-judgmentQuestion: How many of you like to people watch? We should call it what it really is: sitting on a bench judging other people 



Listen Assert

Communication
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Listening and assertion: the yin and yang of communicationThe yang of assertion is the disclosure to another of what the speaker feels, needs, desires.The yin of listening is understanding and acceptance offered to another in times of stress or joy.Now yin, now yang is the way of vital communication.Similar to how there’s a dearth of good listening, experts estimate less than 5% of people can be expected to communicate assertively.
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We should come with warning signs!ACTIVITY: Simultaneous story time - 2 min.
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https://www.skillsyouneed.com/ips/listening-skills.htmlListening takes up more of your waking hours than any other activity. This pie chart shows that 70% of waking time spent communicating.Manager Tools: Communicating (and therefore listening) is the primary skill of the knowledge worker/manager. It’s the most frequent thing you do.Analogies:Yoga - most important thing is the yoga matCycling - most important thing is the saddle



Listening skill clusters
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Action <> InactionCreate <> AllowTo listen is to move…and be movedThink of these as levels, moving from most basic (#1) to most advanced (#12).Attending skills - listening with the whole bodyA posture of involvement - relaxed alertnessInclining one’s body toward the speakerFacing the other squarelyGet on their (eye) levelMaintaining an open positionPositioning yourself at an appropriate distance from the speakerNondistracting environmentRemove obstacles, e.g., deskFollowingOne of the primary tasks of a listener is to stay out of the other’s way so the listener can discover how the speaker views his situation.Door openers - a noncoercive invitation to talk (it’s difficult to offer a door opener, not to be taken up on it, and still let it go)Describe the other’s body languageInvite them to talk or continue to talkBe silentAttendMinimal encouragesNLPAttentive silence (most people believe that once a problem has been stated, it should be solved - in one sitting. Human behavior simply isn’t that neat and efficient)AttendObserveThink (about what the speaker is communicating)Jesse said his audiologist friend said 3 feet distance is the auditory sweet spot



The swing is an action in which certain 
things are caused to happen and certain 

things are allowed to happen. Faults 
arise in trying to cause what should be 

allowed.

The Centered Skier
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Don’t keep adding logs to the fire – sometimes you need to give air to the conversation, instead of snuffing it out with all your words of wisdom.
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https://daphysnafy.tumblr.com/post/76293774721/paramore-has-always-been-the-soundtrack-to-myParamore: Last HopeThe more I try to push it I realize�Gotta let go of controlBut it will happen�Gotta let it happen(So if I let go of control now, I can be strong)
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http://weknowmemes.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/mirror-girl.jpgUltimately, by listening, you provide a mirror for the other person to see themselves more clearly.As an interesting side note: what do you see first in this image – the girl or the mirror?Some say if you see the girl, you’re more other-focused, and if you see the mirror, you’re more self-focused…
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Embrace diversityListen for differences.People are different that you. And that’s not only just okay, it’s great!We’re better because we’re different.
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HC is one of the unique industries where all SS are almost equally represented; in fact, it is the most balanced of all the industries.[Which makes learning and using SS all the more important for HC people. It’s a model best suited for HC!]What is most striking is this industry also has one of the highest Versatility scores (#2 to #1 Teaching).[Which is interesting considering the focus on disruptive behaviors in HC. Are they lower than in other industries? Are they concentrated to surgeons and CEOs?]
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Image: %Presentation: %Competence: %Feedback: %Versatility is linear: Image  Presentation  Competence  Feedback





You Me

Assertiveness
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While focusing on others’ tension results in high versatility, there are times when you need to focus on your tension.Connect with previous polarity - CommunicationFocus on You: ListenFocus on Me: AssertNeed bothYou AND MeListen AND AsssertIt’s a communication/relationship dance
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SubmissiveDemonstrate a lack of respect for their own needs and rightsBe directBe clearAlso demonstrates lack of respect for the other person, as it implies the other is too fragile to handle confrontation and shoulder her share of the responsibilitiesWe are a “nation of willing victims”Mount Visuvius: Milton from Office Space, stapler, moved desk, eventually burned down buildingVideo: Andy from The Office, punches hole in wall�AssertiveIntimacy is “the degree of mutual need-satisfaction within the relationship”At its best, assertion helps people develop the power of choice over their actions.The proper goal of assertion training is to help individuals choose their behaviors effectively, not to have them behave assertively in every situation.My example: Darwinian leadership style; poor manager; if you want feedback, have to ask because I don’t normally give it.�AggressiveRight or effective?An aggressive person tends to overpower other people�ACTIVITY: Place yourself on the continuumSituationally?Video: Gordan Ramsey, speaking to adults vs kidsGenerally?Different in different contexts?Different in different relationships?



Three-Part Assertion

“When you [state the behavior nonjudgmentally],

I feel [disclose your feelings]

because [clarify the effect on your life].”
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Nonjudgemental description of behaviorAssertion, like surgery, requires accuracyThe other may not realize they’re intruding on your spaceMe: picking my nailsBehavioral descriptionsRemember our SS distinctions between observable behaviors and intentionsAnother person’s feelings belong to their personal space, and we have no business trying to change themConcentrate on one behavior at a timeFocus on the real issue (avoid the displaced assertion)Even if the real issue is a “small” oneSqueezing the toothpaste tube - top or bottom?Toilet paper roll - over or under?Assert to the right person (avoid the misattributed assertion)�Disclosure of feelingsTap into the other’s natural empathyEmotional accuracyEmotional awareness“Constipation of the emotions” Andrew Salter�Clarification of the tangible effect on the asserterNo solutionsA 3-part assertion on values issues is never appropriateK: Austin wearing shortsNo third-party assistance (Dr. Laura)Assert vs Advise�



Six-Step Assertion Process

Step 1. Preparation
Step 2. Sending the message
Step 3. Silence
Step 4. Reflective listening to the other’s defensive response
Step 5. Recycling steps 2 through 4 as often as necessary
Step 6. Focusing on a solution
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The goal is not for the other to be happy about changing their behavior.The goal is for you to maintain your personal space.Prepare the message: words can be chosen, not triggeredACTIVITY: Prepare a three-part assertion message
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https://medium.com/@annedresden/10-ways-to-stop-emasculating-men-9c31c3f8c1e1Push-push back phenomenonWhen you assert you’re likely to receive a lot of data about how that person perceives you and the relationship.CRITICALWhile they may be taken from an extreme stance, there’s truth there.But don’t respond to these during your assertion dance. Keep them in mind and dialogue at another time.�ACTIVITY: Judo push each other’s hands; natural to push backExperts estimate less than 5% of people can be expected to communicate assertively.Assert <> ReflectRecycle�Effective assertion hinges on a rhythm of asserting and reflecting. Shifting between these two different roles is the most demanding interpersonal skill we teach.



“When you insist, I resist.”



Two-Part Assertion

“When you [state the behavior nonjudgmentally],

I feel [disclose your feelings]

because [clarify the effect on your life].”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Relationship assertions - tread very carefully!�Because they’re no tangible effect, it’s less likely the other is going to change. It’s human nature.�Can be the most difficult kind of assertion to send.ACTIVITY: Prepare a two-part assertion message



“It’s very important for me that 
you understand what I am trying 
to say and how I feel about it.”
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https://www.phoneburner.com/blog/sales-active-listening-vs-scripts/Embodied practice 1Ego log & THINK before you speakPair upEach person will tell an interesting story (at least to them!) for 3 minutesThe other person will listen onlyAfter 3 minutes, the listener will take 2 minutes and write down any time they wanted to speakT.H.I.N.K. before you speak:T - is it True?�H - is it Helpful?�I - is it Inspiring?�N - is it Necessary?�K - is it Kind?
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https://www.widewalls.ch/10-burning-man-festival-art-installations/deep-thought/Remember this statue?Return to InnocenceThe artwork Love, made by a Ukrainian creator Alexandr Milov for 2015 Burning Man, depicts a universal conflict between a man and a woman as well as the outer and inner human nature. The main figures of man and woman are made in the form of metal cages, while their inner selves, captivated inside the cages, are portrayed as children made from a subtle, semi-transparent material.As the night falls, the inner part of the figure, the children trapped within the cages of adult bodies, start to shine. The shining symbolizes purity and return to innocence once the dark time arrives and people need to rely on each other despite their unresolved conflicts.Embodied practice 2Active listeningGet into triadsTwo people will debateYou have tickets to the OU football game. One of you wants to drive and park, the other wants to take an Uber. You both feel very strongly about your plan. Convince the other person that they should go with your plan.You have 3 minutes.After 3 minutes, you turn to the third person, who happens to live near the stadium and you assume is the expert here, and ask this person what you should do.For the third person (the mediator), how can you respond to these two without using a barrier to communication?
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